Safe Airflow Indoors

Verify Engineering
and HVAC Controls
Assess and Mitigate Airborne
Transmission Risk

The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) states, “Transmission
of SARS-CoV-2 through the air is sufficiently likely that
airborne exposure to the virus should be controlled.
Changes in building operations, including the operation
of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems, can
reduce airborne exposures.”
However, practical application of ASHRAE’s guidance
is easier said than done given the complexity of the risk
presented by SARS-CoV-2 aerosols. Moreover, there
is a notable gap in diagnostic solutions available to
facility managers for safely assessing the risk of airborne
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 indoors. Consequently, this
risk is often insufficiently accounted for in facility
reopening plans.

Introducing, veriDART TM by SafeTraces
Engineering and HVAC Control Verification
veriDART is the first and only liquid aerosol-based solution for verifying air
ventilation and filtration to assess and mitigate airborne transmission risk in
the built environment. The solution leverages proprietary airborne tracers that
safely mimic the chemical composition, mobility, and effect of ventilation and
filtration on human saliva and aerosols with food-grade (FDA-GRAS) materials
that comply with OSHA and NIOSH safe exposure limits in order to:
•

Establish baseline risk assessment by identifying high-risk
transmission routes

•

Assess efficacy of ventilation and filtration by measuring the impact of
existing engineering controls and inform potential improvements

•

Evaluate efficacy of remediation actions by measuring the impact of
improvements taken after initial testing

How veriDART Works
Plan
Develop test plan based on floor plan,
HVAC system, and key risk factors

Spray
Release airborne tracers at multiple
locations according to test plan

Circulate
Allow airborne tracers to circulate
for established time period to
simulate virus transmission

Sample
Air sample and surface swab at
points; test with PCR to map
mobility patterns and assess
filtration & ventilation

Results
Summarize results in heat maps and
dilution curve to inform remediations

Act
Implement remediations and retest
routinely in light of dynamic conditions

veriDARTTM Applications
Survey
•

Verify aerosol mobility
and airflow patterns
across facility/floor

•

Identify potential
aerosol hotspots and
inform remediations
with empirical data

•

Assess larger
spaces to provide an
overview of aerosol
distribution concerns

Dilution

Filter

•

Verify aerosol dilution rate
under multiple scenarios
and time series

•

Verify filtration
efficacy at different
MERV/HEPA levels

•

Informs decisions on
ventilation, filtration, and
airborne interventions

•

Audits existing
systems and informs
enhancement decisions

•

Assess smaller spaces

The Benefits
veriDART delivers actionable data needed to protect occupational safety and health
•

Mitigates occupational health and safety risk of airborne pathogens

•

Maintains workforce productivity

•

Optimizes the value of capital expenditures

•

Validates and verifies efficacy of remediations undertaken

•

Instills occupant/employee trust and confidence in facility safety

•

Supports compliance with future regulations and standards

Start Using veriDART️ by SafeTraces
Contact a SafeTraces representative at info@safetraces.com today to learn
more about how your business or clients could benefit from using veriDART️.
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